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Indeed, black swans have come and thrown the pandemic on our heads. Crisis have 
quickly become global. We are all deeply in. There is no place to hide. Lock downs 
followed the health related calamity.  

Though the shock was roughly symmetric, impacts and responses have often been 
asymmetric, across states and sectors. 

After some initial hiccup the quick reaction of the European Union governance level 
aimed at both coordination of national efforts and use of all available ways and 
means to cope with the challenge. Short term instruments were released quickly, 
flexibilities within the EU budget were deployed, unused funds were shifted to new 
areas, relaxation of state aid rules allowed for national reactions, escape clause of 
the stability and growth Pact was suspended. ECB reacted promptly with liquidity 
tools. EIB got involved in offering funding to fit in particular SMEs needs. 

Before summer 2020 the mid-long term recovery program was ready for discussion 
and approval, enlarging unprecedentedly the EU multi annual budget. The EU has 
used its response to the crisis to advance on its reforms at the same time following its 
long term green and digital transition and preparing to launch unprecedented 
European bond program.  

Soon, the question emerged regarding the choice of the right moment for potential 
withdrawal of the extraordinary measures, including both quick fixes in the legislative 
area, suspension of special measures and phasing out of enormous state aid 
programs. There is awareness of the risks to the economic recovery if the 
extraordinary measures are withdrawn too early. In particular if we take into account 
the fact that it is rather unlikely that we might be returning to where we were before 
pandemic hit.  

Main challenge seems to be now to move from sheer dependence on European and 
national budgets and ECB toward market based funding. There is liquidity and equity 
in the banking sector, so there is general expectations that banks indeed can be a 



solution rather than a problem this time around. Still risks are there. And low 
profitability of banks is not helping.  

We have to continue building a resilient and potent financial infrastructure. We have 
to enhance policies strengthening international role of euro. We need to intensify 
efforts to use high tech in particular to gradually introduce digital euro, create legal 
framework for crypto currency and cyber security. 

We must move decisively forward on completing Banking Union.  We must start 
working  seriously on ideas for the long time unfinished EDIS that could facilitate 
access to liquidity allowing in the future for loss sharing  and finally break the 
sovereign - bank unfortunate loop. We already pay opportunity costs for keeping it 
frozen for so many years that costs us lack of depositor confidence. Let us use the 
hybrid EDIS  idea but make it really a transitional solution.  

We have to look anew at the resolution mechanism, fortunately we moved forward on 
the backstop but there is still a big issue of access to resolution funding for some 
banks. And we have to look at many other elements of crisis management 
framework.  

Capital markets union is yet to be developed. It matters in the aftermath of the UK 
leaving the EU. But also in the context of enormous investment needs for European 
resilience and recovery.  

In short, progress is needed on many issues. Not everything can be done in the short 
term. Although with differentiated speed, but we must move forward.   

 

 


